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October GCA Meeting
The GCA meeting for October will be the Annual Fall General Membership Meeting and Covered Dish Dinner. Election of officers for the 2001 year
will be held at the meeting. Bring your favorite covered dish or dessert, your
latest river pictures, river stories and a good appetite.
NOTE CHANGE IN DATE AND PLACE: The meeting will be held
Thursday, October 26, 2000 (this is the fourth Thursday, not the third), at the
Atlanta Waterworks Lodge at 7:30 p.m. The Lodge is located on Green Street.
To get there, from I-75 North, take Howell Mill Road exit and turn left (or
if going south, turn right). Once you pass the reservoirs on each side of the
road, make the next left on Bishop. Then turn left on Green Street. Green will
take you directly to the lodge. Park only in designated areas. Tow trucks have
been known to frequent this area.
See you there!!

November GCA Meeting
The November GCA meeting will be held at the Parish Hall of the
Episcopal Church of the Atonement in Sandy Springs on Thursday, November
16, at 7:30 p.m. The program will feature Marvine Cole and Knox Worde
presenting a show on their recent paddling trip to Idaho, with videos, pictures,
a short talk, and lots of Q&A. This trip almost didn't happen because of the
recent rash of wild fires in the Montana - Idaho area, so we are very fortunate
to be having this show.
The church is located on Highpoint Road (runs north/south), between
Glenridge Road and Windsor Parkway, both of which intersect Roswell Road.
From I 285 topside perimeter, take Roswell Road/Sandy Springs exit south
(inside the perimeter) to Glenridge Road. Turn left on Glenridge Road and
right on Highpoint. The church is on your left about one mile south. From
Buckhead, come north on Roswell Road and take a right on Windsor Parkway
and a left on Highpoint. The church will be on your right. From Rte 400 north
or south, take the Glenridge Connector exit (north of the toll booth, but still
inside the Perimeter). Turn west at the end of the ramp. Turn left on Glenridge
Road (it's Johnson Ferry to the right) and immediately left on Highpoint Road
(marked well). The church is on your left about one mile south.
See you there!

River Right Outfitters & Eskimo Kayaks are providing a free
roll class at Carters Lake October 7&8. For more information
& reservations, call River Right Outfitters @ 706.273.7055.
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information - Call Ed Schultz at 404.266.3734.
If you didn’t receive your Eddy Line - Call Ed Schultz
at 404.266.3734.
For information on GCA clinics - Call the clinic
coordinator listed on the clinic schedule, or call Training
Director Gina Johnson at 770.971.1542.
For information on winter roll practice - Call Revel
Freeman at 404.261.8572.
For information on placing want ads in The Eddy
Line - Call Newsletter Editor Allen Hedden at
770.426.4318, or see "To place an ad" in the Want Ad
section of The Eddy Line.
For information on commercial ads - Call Advertising
Director Jim Kautz at 770.321.9826 or Newsletter Editor
Allen Hedden at 770.426.4318.
For information on videos and books available
from the GCA Library - Call GCA Librarian Rachel
Gates at 404.296.4480.

Who Ya Gonna Call?
The following list is provided for
your convenience:
For general information about
the club - Call the club telephone
number, 770.421.9729, and leave a message. Someone
will get back to you.
To volunteer to help with club activities - Call
President Brannen Proctor at 770.664.7384 or contact the
committee chairperson for your area of interest.
For information on payment of dues or membership
status - Call Treasurer Ed Schultz at 404.266.3734.
To sign up for a club trip - Call the trip coordinator at
the number listed on the activity list.
To sign up to lead a club trip - Call Cruisemaster Jim
Griffin at 770.498.3695.
For change of address or for Eddy Line subscription

GCA Executive Committee

Board of Directors Meetings

President ......................................... Brannen Proctor
Vice President ...................................... Marvine Cole
Secretary ................................................ Tom Martin
Treasurer .................................................. Ed Schultz
Member Services Chair ......................... Rachel Gates
Recreation Chair ................................ Jason Schnurr
Resource Development Chair ................ Debra Berry
River Protection Chair ....................... Dan MacIntyre
Training Chair ..................................... Gina Johnson

The Georgia Canoeing Association Board of Directors
meetings are held on the first Thursday of even months
(February, April, etc.) from 7:00 to 9:00 PM at the Atlanta
Botanical Garden, located on Piedmont Road at the Prado,
next to Piedmont Park. All members are encouraged to
attend. If you have an item for discussion, please call GCA
President Brannen Proctor at 770.664.7384 so he can add
your item to the agenda. Attending Board meetings is a
great way to become more involved with the GCA.

Submitting Eddy Line Material
Deadline for material to be submitted for publication in the next Eddy Line is the fifth of the month, i.e., for the January issue,
material should be submitted no later than December fifth. The editor must receive all articles, trip reports and want ads by the
deadline or they MAY NOT be published in the next issue. To submit material via EMAIL, send to gacanoe@mindspring.com
gacanoe@mindspring.com.
The text of an article can be placed in the body of a message, and photo images can be attached to the message as attached files.
To submit material via COMPUTER DISK submit articles or trip reports on a 5-1/4 or 3-1/2 inch IBM/DOS formatted disk as an
ASCII text file labeled with a ".txt" file extension, or as a text file on a 3-1/2 inch high density MacIntosh formatted disk, and include
a printed copy (Disks returned only if requested). To submit material via U.S. MAIL, send to: Allen Hedden, 2923 Piedmont
Drive, Marietta, GA 30066
30066. All classified ads will be run for two months unless otherwise requested. Hand-written or phoned
in material CANNOT be accepted. Contact Newsletter Editor Allen Hedden at 770.426.4318 for questions. Thanks for your
cooperation.
The Eddy Line (USPS 017773), published monthly, is the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 3060 Pharr
Court North, #315, Atlanta, GA 30305. Annual subscription price of $20.00 is included in the $25.00 membership dues. Periodicals postage paid at
Atlanta, GA. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association, P.O.Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357. READERS:
Send old and new addresses and an Eddy Line address label. Telephone 770.421.9729.
Copyright © 2000 by the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc. Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do not
necessarily represent the official views and policies of the club. Articles and trip reports are edited only for grammar, punctuation, spelling, vulgar or
obscene language, and to fit in allocated space. No substantive changes are made in any material published herein. Eddy Line material published herein
and not individually designated as copyrighted by other than the GCA may be copied, reprinted, republished or otherwise disseminated to other paddling
organizations having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA. Proper credit should be given.
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UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

October
1 Upper Amicolola
Class 1-2 Trained Beginner
Roger Toebben
5 Board of Directors Meeting
Atlanta Botanical Garden
Brannen Proctor
6-8 Fall Gala Canoeing Affair — Nelson's Nantahala Hideaway
Denise Colquitt
14-15 Fall River Safety & Rescue Clinic — M.O.E., Ellijay, GA
Mike Winchester
14-15 Ochlockonee (Note 1)
Smooth Water
Bill Edwards
17 Nantahala (Tuesday) (Note 2)
Class 2-3 Intermediate
Allen Hedden
21 Nantahala
Class 2-3 Intermediate
Mike Winchester
21 Upper Hooch
Class 2-3 Intermediate
Doug Ackerman
22 Upper Amicalola
Class 1-2 Trained Beginner
Dave Chaney
22 Cartecay
Class 2-3 Intermediate
Edward Stockman
22 Nantahala
Class 2-3 Intermediate
Patrick Gourley
26 Membership Meeting & Covered Dish Dinner — Atlanta Water Works Lodge — Kay Redmond
27-29 Okefenokee (Note 4)
Flat
Brookie Gallagher
28 Hiwassee
Class 1-2 Trained Beginner
Alex & Mary Anne Pruitt
28 Cartecay
Class 2-3 Intermediate
Tom Ottinger
29 Tuckaseigee
Class 1-2 Trained Beginner
Jim Watson
29 Nantahala
Class 2-3 Intermediate
Jim Griffin

770.804.9416
770.664.7384
770.854.6636
770.319.8969
706.321.9063
770.426.4318
770.319.8969
770.503.0365
770.973.7910
770.441.9767
770.422.1689
404.237.7242
404.872.5211
770.439.1825
706.276.2375
404.876.3151
770.498.3695

November
4 Upper Amicalola (Note 3)
Class 1-2 Trained Beginner
4 Hiwassee
Class 1-2 Trained Beginner
4 Cartecay
Class 2-3 Intermediate
5 Hiwassee
Class 1-2 Trained Beginner
12 Cartecay
Class 2-3 Intermediate
16 Club Meeting — Entertainment — Fun — Episcopal Church of the

770.664.7384
706.865.0915
770.271.7360
706.865.0915
770.441.9767
404.237.7242

Note
Note
Note
Note

1:
2:
3:
4:

Brannen Proctor
Randy Chappell
Paul Lund
Randy Chappell
Edward Stockman
Atonement — Kay Redmond

Overnite camping.
Paddle with the Editor.
Paddle with the Prez.
Trip depends on permit approval - 3 days, 2 nights.

Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the
trip, and in consideration for the coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed to attract those boaters who have completed a
formal training clinic and would like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what you learned in the clinic
and expanding your skill level.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Call the Cruisemaster, Jim Griffin, at 770.498.3695. As usual, we need trip coordinators
for all types of trips, from flat water to class 5 white water. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of
volunteers, so get involved and sign up to coordinate a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Your
cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: Wednesday evenings from 7:00 until dark May thru the end of Daylight Saving Time in October at the
lake at Stone Mountain Park. See announcement in this issue of The Eddy Line.
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GCA Library Items
Available
The GCA Library has many videotapes and
books available to any GCA member. All you
have to do is call GCA Librarian Rachel Gates
at 404.296.4480 to find out what is available.
The cost is $3.00 per tape or book for postage
and handling.
Any / all donations or loans to the library are
welcome. (Please, no bootleg video copies.)
Send them to:
Rachel Gates
PO Box 1485
Pine Lake, GA 30072
The following items are currently available:
Videos:
A Second Helping - A Review of Kayak Basics
Canoes by Whitesell
Cold, Wet & Alive
Faultline (Will Reeves)
First Descents (North Fork Payette)
Grace Under Pressure (learning the kayak
roll)
Heads Up, River Rescue
Introduction to Canoeing
Kayak 101 (mastering the basics)
Kayak Handling - The Basic Strokes
Only Nolan (Canoe Technique)
Path of the Paddle: Quietwater
Path of the Paddle: Whitewater
Performance Sea Kayaking (the basics & beyond)
Plunge!

Prijon Wildplay Wildwasser Sport
Solo Playboating!
Take the Wild Ride
Tallulah Gorge (Rob Maxwell)
The C-1 Challenge
The Kayaker's Edge
The Open Canoe Roll (Bob Foote)
Ultimate Canoe (Niagara Gorge & Other Rivers - Whitesell)
Waterwalker (Bill Mason)
We Come to Play (Orosi)
Whitesell
Whitewater Groove
Books:
A Canoeing and Kayaking Guide to the Streams
of Florida
A Canoeing and Kayaking Guide to the Streams
of Ohio, Vols I and II
ACA Canoeing & Kayaking Instructors Guide
A Hiking Guide to the Trails of Florida
Alabama Canoe Rides
AMC White Water Handbook
American Red DCross Canoeing & Kayaking
A Paddler's Guide to the Obed/Emory Watershed
Arkansas information (assorted)
Basic River Canoeing
Boundary Waters I&II
Brown's Guide to Georgia
Buyer's Guide 1993 (Canoe Magazine)
Buyer's Guide 1994 (Paddler Magazine)
Buyer's Guide 1996 (Paddler Magazine)
California Whitewater - A Guide to the Rivers
Canoe Racing (Marathon & Down River)
Canoeing Wild Rivers

scribed and a welcome message with instructions on how
to unsubscribe and various other commands available
through the service. Be sure to save this information for
future reference.
All GCA announcements and forwarded email from
other sources concerning new river access issues, late
breaking news items of interest to the paddling community, etc., will be sent out via the GCA email list at
gacanoe@flipper.kapcom.com. If you want to receive any
of this information, please subscribe to the list using the
above instructions. Also, don't be shy about using the list
to send out or to request information about paddling
related topics, rivers you're interested in, etc.
By the way, should you change or lose your email ID,
please take a minute to "unsubscribe" your old ID and/or
to "subscribe" your new one.

Announcements

GCA Email List
The member response to the GCA
email list has been great. We have at
this printing over 375 subscribers.
Thanks to Mike Kaplan and our friends
at Kaplan Communications (an Internet Access Provider)
for providing software and server space for the GCA email
list.
Here's how the list works:
By sending an email to "gacanoe@flipper.kapcom
.com" you automatically reach all subscribers to the list
with the message. Anyone can use the address — it's just
another email address — and all subscribers will get the
email. The list is an "open list", i.e., anyone can subscribe
to it mechanically by sending an email to "majordomo@
flipper.kapcom.com" and on the first line of the body of the
message type:
subscribe gacanoe
You will receive a verification that you are sub-

The Eddy Line

Carolina Whitewater (Western Carolina)
Cruise of the Blue Flujin
Cumberland River Basic Canoe Trail Guide
Endangered Rivers & the Conservation Movement
Florida information (assorted)
Idaho Whitewater
Indiana Canoeing Guide
Kentucky Wild Rivers
Missouri Ozark Waterways
Northern Georgia Canoe Guide
Ohio County Maps & Recreational Guide
Paddle America (Guide to trips & outfitters)
Paddle to the Amazon - The World's Longest
Canoe Trip
Path of the Paddle
People Protecting Rivers
Pole, paddle & Portage
River Rescue
River Safety Anthology
River's End (Stories)
Sea Kayaking Canada's West Coast
Song of the Paddle
Southeastern Whitewater
Tennessee Canoe Guide
The Georgia Conservancy Guide to the North
Georgia Mouintains
The Lower Canyons of the Rio Grande
They Shoot Canoes, Don't they?
White Water Tales of Terror
White Water Trips (British Columbia & Washington)
Wildwater (Sierra Club Guide)
Wildwater West Virginia
Youghiogheny

GCA Web P
age
Page
Check it out at http://www.georgiacanoe.org. We
are adding information and links of value to paddlers with
each update. Send your ideas for updates to Allen
Sinquefield at asinquefield@corecommerce.com
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Canoe Outfitting & Repair

Need an Internet Service Provider?
If you plan to sign up with an internet service provider for
the first time, or if you plan to change providers, and are
considering MindSpring as your choice, you can do your
paddling club a big favor. When you call to sign up, tell
the MindSpring sales rep you were referred by Georgia
Canoeing Association and we will receive a $20.00 credit
toward our monthly ISP subscription cost. You will need
to give them the GCA email ID — gacanoe@
mindspring.com — for us to receive the proper credit.
Thanks for your help!

Featuring Voyageur™ Products

Custom outfitting of your open canoe or C-1
Saddles, thigh straps, air bags, knee pads, skid plates
and more
ABS repair for worn, cracked or broken hulls

Canoe Instruction
Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced levels
Call Allen Hedden 770.426.4318
Email canoeist@mindspring.com
or you may email him at heloeddy@mindspring.com.
Mail failure addresses:
bpelkon@bellsouth.net
bmitchell44@earthlink.net
rseasy@mindspring.com
monk527@excite.com

Get The Edd
y Line Via Email
Eddy
The Eddy Line is now available via email as a .pdf
(portable document format) file. This format allows
subscribers to view formatted text, graphics, page layout
— virtually the entire Eddy Line — just as it appears in
printed form. Plus you can see it at least a couple of weeks
before the printed copy arrives via snail mail. You can also
print out a paper copy of the .pdf file and it looks just like
the snail mail copy (except most of the photos are in living
color).
The .pdf version requires only Adobe Acrobat Reader
(or some equivalent) software in order to view it. Acrobat
Reader is usually present on most PCs running Windows
95 or Windows 98, or can be downloaded for free from the
Adobe web site at http://www.adobe.com.
To subscribe to the email version of The Eddy Line,
send a request via snail mail to (& enclose a check for $5.00
made out to GCA):
GCA
c/o Ed Schultz, Treasurer
3060 Pharr Court North #315
Atlanta, GA 30305
Or on your annual renewal form, just check the block
for the On-Line Eddy Line and include the extra $5.00
with your check for your annual dues.
In either case, BE SURE TO INCLUDE YOUR
EMAIL ADDRESS so we can send The Eddy Line to you
electronically.

Upcoming Events of Interest
October 14-15 — GCA Fall River Safety & Rescue Clinic
— MOE, Ellijay, GA, Mike Winchester, 770.319.8969.
October 21-22 — Folly Beach Surf Contest — Charleston,
SC, Steve Hutton, 843.762.8031.
October 27-29 — NOC Guest Appreciation Festival —
Nantahala River, Wesser, NC, NOC Programs Office 888.662.1662.
October 28 — Myrtle Beach Wave Blast — Myrtle Beach,
SC, Rick & Vicky Gardner, 843.272.4420.
December 2 — Bryson City Jiffy Slalom — Tuckaseigee
River, Bryson City, NC, NOC Programs Office 888.662.1662.
December 3 — NRC December Wild Water Race —
Nantahala or Tuckaseigee River, Bryson City, NC, NOC
Programs Office - 888.662.1662.
April 13-15, 2001 —World Cup #1 Sprint Canoe / Kayak
— Lake Lanier, Gainesville, GA, Connie Hagler, 770.287
.7888, ConHagler@aol.com.
August 7-12, 2001 — USCA National Championships —
Sprint & Marathon, Lake Lanier, Gainesville, GA, Connie
Hagler, 770.287.7888, ConHagler@aol.com.

Electr
onic Edd
y Line Email
Electronic
Eddy
Failures

"Ninety eight percent of the adults in this country are decent, hardworking, honest Americans. It's the other lousy two percent that get all
the publicity. But then, we elected them."
- Lily Tomlin.

Not getting your electronic version of The Eddy
Line? The following email IDs had mail failure notices for
the September Electronic Eddy Line mailing. Send any
corrections or changes to Ed Schultz, 3060 Pharr Court
North #315, Atlanta, GA 30305, or call Ed at 404.266.3734,

The Eddy Line
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is to nominate approximately four to six new Board
Members at Large in addition to the existing six Board
Members at Large.
GCA members may recommend themselves or another GCA member to be a Member at Large. If you
recommend someone else, you must have that person's
agreement that they will serve if nominated and elected.
The recommendation should include a statement that you
are interested in participating in club governance, including why you are interested.
Recommendations must be submitted no later than
November 15. Email or phone recommendations to:
Brannen Proctor
bproctor@mindspring.com
770.664.7384
All candidates will be interviewed by a member of
the Nominating Committee and a proposed slate will be
presented to the GCA Board at the December 7 Board
Meeting. Nominees who are approved by the Board will
assume their duties immediately.

New Officer Nominations
Announced
The GCA Nominating Committee has met and submitted the following slate of officers for the 2000-2001
year to the Board of Directors, and the Board has approved the nominations.
President
Brannen Proctor
Vice President
Marvine Cole
Secretary
Lindsay Meeks
Treasurer
Ed Schultz
Election of officers will take place at the Fall General
Membership Meeting on October 26. Additional nominations for any position will be accepted at the meeting.
Nominations should only be made with the nominee's
approval and concurrence.

Call for GCA Board Members at
Large
The GCA Nominating Committee is looking for candidates to be nominated as Members at Large on the GCA
Board of Directors, the governing body of the GCA. To
remain a vibrant organization, the GCA needs Board
Members representing all facets of the membership. The
GCA Bylaws provides for this through GCA Board Members at Large.
Serving as a GCA Board Member at Large is an
excellent way to become involved with the governing of
the club. Duties include attendance at GCA Board Meetings, held the first Thursday evening of even-numbered
months. During those meetings, Board Members discuss
and vote on issues before the Board, review reports from
GCA Officers and Functional Committee Chairpersons,
and provide direction to the Officers and Chairpersons.
The Nominating Committee will select a slate of
candidates and present them to the existing Board of
Directors for approval. Members at Large are elected for
a one-year term. The Nominating Committee's objective

GCA Trip Sign-up Guidelines
Some considerations to be made when signing up for
GCA trips and activities:
Be considerate of our trip coordinators (TCs). Avoid
calling late at night, or at the last minute, to sign up for
a club trip. Many of the more popular trips fill up very
quickly. Calling early in the week, or even earlier, helps
to ensure you get a spot on the trip and helps the TC to
make plans. We do not have an easy time getting people
to coordinate trips, and these little annoyances help to
discourage the few we get from repeating their favor.
Please do not attempt to sign up for a trip via email.
Many potential trip participants may not be aware that
participation in club trips is not guaranteed. Two major
reasons for this are that trip sizes may be limited because
of many factors, and there is a de facto screening process
that takes place when someone calls to sign up for a club
trip. Boaters are allowed to participate in a club trip
solely at the discretion of the trip coordinator.
Trip size limitations may take place due to river
conditions, river characteristics, safety considerations,
governmental agency regulations, permit systems, parking availability at put-ins & take-outs, or trip coordinator
preference (not wanting to deal with the logistics of a 40
person trip). Again, we don't want to do anything to
discourage these TCs from repeating their favor, so try to
cooperate with these limitations.
For the same reasons, avoid just showing up for a
club trip without signing up with the trip coordinator.

FALL EQUIPMENT SALE

Canoes • Whitewater Kayaks • PFDs
Paddles • Paddling Jackets • Et Cetera
Call for a List of Models and Prices
WHITE WATER LEARNING CENTER OF GEORGIA

404.231.0042 (day and evening)

The Eddy Line
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work toward remedying the conditions that cast doubts
on your ability to participate safely. Ask for suggestions
that may help you prepare for future trips of a particular
difficulty level. As a trip coordinator, try to be honest but
tactful when screening potential participants for your
trips. Paddlers' egos bruise very easily — we are mostly
a proud and independent lot. If it comes down to it,
though, a bruised ego is better than a lost or broken boat,
a severe injury, or worse. And no one wants their ego to
cause problems for an entire group.
One thing that should NEVER be done — Don't sign
up for a trip and then invite / allow other people to come
with you on the trip. The correct protocol is to have the
other people individually contact the trip coordinator
directly to sign up for the trip. Again, we want to be
considerate of the TCs so they will continue to coordinate
trips, and "surprises" are not a good way to do this.
Lastly, please try to be on time at the designated
meeting place. The club has a 15 minute rule regarding
waiting for late-comers for any club event, so if you show
up late and miss the group, PLEASE don't get huffy with
the trip coordinator.
Your cooperation and understanding in adhering to
these guidelines are very much appreciated.

Calling and leaving a voice mail message or sending an
email does not constitute signing up. TCs often do not get
last minute messages or emails before leaving for their
trips. And if the trip is already maxed out, you may get
to the river and not be able to go on the trip.
The screening process for potential trip participants
is a tool to help avoid putting TCs and other trip participants, and indeed the callers themselves, in the awkward
and often unsafe position of dealing with trip participants
who may unnecessarily get into trouble on a club trip.
Other than because of trips being full, TCs may decline to
have a caller participate in a trip and gently suggest that
perhaps she/he should consider not participating, or
signing up for a trip of a lower difficulty level, if they
suspect that the caller may not have the necessary skills,
experience, proper type of boat or outfitting, adequate
paddling or rescue equipment, proper protective clothing, or any number of other things that may affect the
caller's ability to participate in the trip without placing
him- or herself in an unsafe position. This avoids affecting the quality of the trip experience for the TC and the
other participants, as well as not jeopardizing the safety
of the screenee.
As a potential trip participant, if you find yourself
"screened out" of a trip, try to ascertain why, so you can

Fall River Safety &
Rescue Clinic
The GCA will be holding the
annual Fall River Safety and Rescue Clinic on October 14 and 15 at
M.O.E. on the Cartecay River in
Ellijay. We will have a dry land
instruction day on Saturday, reviewing first aid, rope
throwing, Z-drags, walking and working in the river
safely, knot tying, and other fun stuff. Jay will cook us a
spaghetti dinner ($10) Saturday night. On Sunday, we
will have a river trip on the Cartecay where we get to
practice what we learned on Saturday.
Price is $50 and the participants will be limited to 25
lucky GCA members. Please call Mike Winchester to
register (use the application in the Instruction Flyer in
last month's Eddy Line). You are not registered until
Mike has your money!!!
Thanks, all. Mike Winchester's home number is
770.319.8969.

Do not argue with the forces of nature, for you
are small, insignificant, and biodegradable.
The Eddy Line
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White Water Boating Is Safer
Than You Think (Really!)
by Jason Robertson, American Whitewater
August 31, 2000. Apparently white water tragedies
make good press; after all, most kayaking, rafting, and
canoeing accidents are widely reported in local papers and
on the evening news. This creates an illusion that the
sport is extremely unsafe. Reality, however, paints a
different picture of risk. In fact, a new study by American
Whitewater finds that the fatality rate for white water
recreation is 15 times lower than driving and twice as safe
as bicycling. It is also much safer than recreational
boating as a whole.
The good news is that the risks of white water
paddling are quite manageable and are mitigated through
training, use of a personal floatation device (PFD), and
development of good personal judgment. The drive to the
river is probably the most dangerous part of any white
water trip.
American Whitewater has just completed a five-year
study to determine the risk of drowning from white water
boating. We collected use data from 30 white water rivers
of various difficulties from across the country. The result:
less than 1 fatality per 100,000 white water participants.
The complete study will be printed in the September/
October issue of American Whitewater.
As Jason Robertson, Access Director, observed, "While
white water drownings are tragedies of a very personal
nature for the victim's family and friends, these accidents,
fortunately, are rare. Most paddlers will never encounter
a serious accident at any time in their boating career."
Among white water kayakers, who have a higher
accident rate compared to canoers and rafters, the fatality
rate is only 2.9 per 100,000 participants. When compared
to other active outdoor sports, kayaking is safer than
scuba diving (3.5) and climbing on rock, snow, or ice (3.2).
7,420,563 white water boaters visited the 30 rivers in
our 5-year study period between 1994 and 1998. Of these,

ACA Kayak Instructor Certification
Workshop
Dates: October 6-8, 20-22, 2000
Level: White water
Location: Atlanta, Ga. (rivers t.b.a.)
Instructor Trainer: Bruce Williams
Phone: 404-231-0042
E-Mail: whitewaterlearn@mindspring.com
The Eddy Line

there were 5,732,683 commercial boaters and 1,687,880
private boaters. During this same period there were 64
white water boating fatalities, including 26 commercial
passenger deaths and 38 private boater deaths. We
calculated that there were 0.86 white water fatalities per
100,000 participants, or 2.25 private boater deaths per
100,000 and 0.45 commercial boater deaths per 100,000.
The river with the most white water fatalities was the
Arkansas in Colorado, with 17 drownings over five years.
The overall white water fatality rate based on user
days would be even lower if we could obtain more accurate
data on the number of private boaters. Whereas commercial rafting companies were required to turn in passenger
manifests each season, private use counts were collected
by river management agencies via a wide variety of
registration systems over different monitoring seasons,
and private use counts often included self-guided trips in
rented boats as private visitors.
Lee Belknap, Chair of American Whitewater's Safety
Committee, observed that "Safety in the sport is related to
experience, training, and personal judgment. However,
the ONE item that makes the single greatest contribution
to personal safety on the water is the use of a life jacket or
personal floatation device (PFD)." Although not really a
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problem among experienced white water paddlers or
passengers on professionally guided raft trips, American
Whitewater has found that improper use of a PFD (including the failure to wear one on the water) is responsible for
at least half of all fatalities in both flat and moving water.
Charlie Walbridge, another American Whitewater
Safety Committee member and author of many swift
water safety books, agreed with Belknap, saying "Life
jackets truly save lives. Whether you are kayaking across
a lake, floating your canoe on a pond, or rafting the class
V Gauley River, you can cut your chances of drowning in
half by properly wearing your PFD."

Coordinating / Leading Club
Trips
by John H. Curtioff
As always, this is another year where trips were
planned, executed, and carried out to the best that the
water levels would allow. This year we had less water
than in many other recent years. But as the years go by,
you just have to learn to enjoy the years where plentiful
water is available and tolerate those years where the
water is less available.
This brings up the role of the trip leader / trip
coordinator / excursion organizer / lead driver / head
honcho. What ever his name, this person has decided to
go paddling and has agreed to organize the trip and invite
some people along he/she may not even know!!!! Sounds
like a recipe for disaster, doesn't it? Well, if everyone
doesn't work together, there could be major problems.
There are many different points of view to a trip. I will
attempt to present the typical trip from different points of
view.
Pre-trip planning is always an important part of any
trip. It is nice to know where you are going for a trip. The
trip coordinator (TC) / trip leader (TL) is the one who does
the research on this. It may be as easy as using the
Internet for a river to be run and seeing what the levels
are running over a period of a week or so. It also involves
checking out the class and access points of the river. It
may, on occasion, involve making reservations for the
river itself.
Depending on the river, the preplanning could be
very easy to extremely difficult. Also to be considered are
camping arrangements. With overnight trips, this is an
essential part of the routine for the TCs. They must also
make sure that places are open — like in March or April
when many campgrounds are closed.
Maybe the trip will take place in a really remote area
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where you carry your gear and camping items with you.
Where will you stay? This again is the TC's job to secure
a place or at least plan for the stops on the river.
The TC is the person who is responsible for all of the
logistics that will take place on a trip, from the water level
being checked to the persons who will be responsible for
driving on the shuttle. Some of the river choices make this
job very easy, while other rivers involve very complicated
schemes and programs.
Another area the TC must deal with is the people
that are going to participate on the trip itself. The TC has
the responsibility to screen various participants, sometimes questioning their ability. When people call up to
sign on to a trip, the TC might have to ask a couple of
questions when he/she is not familiar with the paddler on
the other end of the phone. These questions would include
who you have paddled with and what rivers / bodies of
water have you been on.
In any event, to the caller, these are not very welcome questions. To the TC, these are necessary questions,
because the TC needs to know your ability level before he/
she will say "yes" to your participation in the trip. A good
TC will not want to let a paddler show up without the
ability to participate successfully on the trip.
In other words, you wouldn't let a class 2 paddler go
down a class 4 river. You wouldn't let a marginal flat
water paddler participate in a 30 mile / 2 day trip, as this
would slow down the group and would cause a general
problem with the safety of the group and the overall time
frame that you operate under during a trip.
Letting unskilled participants on your trip can result in problems for everyone, not just the person who
shouldn't be there. It is a problem that occurs very
regularly with weak trip leaders, and they eventually
refuse to lead trips because of the problems that have
happened in the past. It is the obligation of the organizer
/ leader of a trip, no matter where the destination, to make
sure that the participants on that trip have the needed
skills to make their day successful.

CHESTATEE CANOE CO.
Handcrafted Woodstrip Canoes
Custom Whitewater Canoe Outfitting
Canoe Repairs & Plastic Welding
Call Michael Abernathy at 770.888.3223
Cumming, GA
jmaoc1@netscape.net
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Another example would be on a popular river that at
500 to 1000 cfs is a nice class 2-3 run. At 2000 to 4000 cfs,
the rapids become extremely long, with big waves and
holes. A person who swims at lower water levels regularly
would have very severe repercussions at the higher water
levels.
A swim at this higher level could result in people
chasing the swimmer and equipment for a long distance
downstream. This, coupled with the traditionally cold
water found in the fall and spring, makes the trip extremely hazardous for the inexperienced paddler. The TC
needs to ask questions about ability and skill levels that
would help him make a good and fair judgment of this
paddler.
Another item the TC should be concerned with is the
equipment brought on the river. This equipment would
include basic safety equipment, like first aid kits and
throw bags, as well as more individualized equipment
that the paddler should have. If the day is cold or even
moderately cool, does the paddler have a wet suit or dry
suit for the day's paddle? These are very important items
when the trip is long and in a wilderness situation.
Does the paddler have gloves and head protection
against the cold? Is the paddler equipped with an adequate lunch for the days' paddle? Is he or she equipped
with a helmet for the white water trip ahead or rain gear
for the flat water paddle that day? Does he/she have an
adequate PFD to wear while on the trip?
Next question is what to do if the paddler shows up
without some of these things. Well, the first aid kit is one
thing. There are usually a couple others on the trip. As
for the protective outer wear, that is an entirely different
situation. The TC has to consider the safety of the
participant first and not allow the paddler on the river.
This is very hard to do sometimes. As a group of
organized paddlers, we have always kept the group safe
by good pre-planning, preparation for the river, and
carrying proper equipment with us and on us for an
outing. For those in the group not feeling that this is
needed equipment, you should stay home or go with
someone else. You don't have the right to put yourself at
risk, nor do you have the right to put the general group at
risk because you aren't prepared for the day.
This again falls into the TC's lap. All would-be
participants should be informed of the needed items on a
trip. I know that some of us paddle together a lot. That
statement isn't for them, but is for the occasional person
who jumps on a trip. The TC shouldn't assume that
everyone who calls knows what to do all of the time. They
need to be reminded of some of the hazards to be faced on
the trip. These might be pointed out by asking if they have
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a wet suit or dry suit and a helmet? Do they have gloves?
And finally, for the persistent paddler who may have
problems on this trip, it is the job of the TC to try to
discourage that person if, in the opinion of the TC, the trip
would present a hazard to themselves or to the rest of the
group. None of the above TC stuff is desirable or very
pleasant.
When paddling in cold, wet, rainy, high water and
windy conditions, preparation for the trip is critical. All
of the participants need to be adequately prepared for the
trip. If it is a nice warm, sunny, calm day, there are
different rules and standards that apply. There are far
fewer risks that need to be dealt with, but group safety is
still first. Everything else is purely secondary.
Now, on to the individual participants for the trip.
No matter what you are planning to paddle, you should be
prepared for the situation. Just re-read the TC's job and
concerns above. Remember, you are looking to his knowledge and expertise to get you through the day in good
shape.
If you are paddling on a nice calm section of the river
on a real hot sunny day, you shouldn't come along if you
are prone to heat exhaustion. If you are sick, why would
you sign on for a 4 or 6 hour paddle on such a day as well?
This just puts a damper on the rest of the group, as well
as endangers your well being. You have to consider the
rest of the group when you are not in the best of shape for
a trip.
Sometimes it is best to just back off from some trips
because of your health and stamina. Sometimes it is just
best to pick another trip to go on — maybe one more suited
to your ability and experience level.
Most of the time, from what I have seen in our club,
our participants have a good sense of the safety concerns
about the water to be paddled. The TC has always been
able to put together a good trip with good paddlers and
people interested in a great day on the water. Only
occasionally have there been problems with the paddlers.
Sometimes poor communication is the reason. Sometimes dynamic water level changes are the problem.
Sometimes weather conditions have caused problems.
But no matter what the problem or problems, a good group
will work together to help solve them.
I do know of other groups who have gotten out of
hand as far as cooperation is concerned. They have
ignored the TC and his requests and have done "their own
thing" on the river or out on the lakes. There are many
stories along these lines, but that's another article.
If you are on a trip, you need to consider a couple of
things. First is YOUR obligation to the trip and to the TC.
These things include cooperating with the TC, as he/she
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has done all of the work to prepare for the trip. He is the
one with the knowledge about the area and river. He has
taken the time to organize the trip. He has put together
the logistics for the day or weekend you are participating.
The TC has tried to make sure all of the bases are
covered. A good TC can do this. It takes time and effort
on his part. You, the participant, can only ask what you
can do to help the trip become more efficient. Maybe it is
as simple as helping to load and unload boats and equipment. Maybe your contribution is to make sure you are on
time for the various aspects of the day or weekend. Maybe
you can help with the setting up of camp if that is a part
of the trip. Running safety, lead boat, sweep beat, or
carrying that extra item in your boat all fall into needed
aspects of any trip.
Whether it be on flat water, slow moving water, or
raging white water, the TC will always need help. The
first thing everyone can do to help the TC is to phone early
and get your name on the list early. This doesn't mean a
month ahead of time, but also not as late as a night or two
before the trip. You need to give the TC a chance to plan
for your participation. Maybe there are food concerns or
camping concerns to be discussed and planned for on the
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trip.
The second thing that is equally important is to
make sure you are very punctual in your arrival time. It
is rather inconsiderate to keep a trip waiting because you
are late. Also, your respect for time reflects on your
amount of respect for the others in the group. Occasionally everyone is late, but being consistently late is a
display of disrespect and disregard for your fellow paddlers as well as your TC.
For those that think this is all a bunch of hogwash —
go paddle with someone else. If you sign onto a trip, then
you are obligated to follow the lead of the TC. If this is not
within your scope for the day, then you shouldn't be there.
If you need an extra hour of play time on the river, or want
to nap after lunch on some island, or need an extra hour
for lunch on those hot summer days, think about what the
TC is doing. You signed on with him for the day or
weekend, so you need to stay with him.
Remember, the TC is on a schedule. If it isn't your
schedule, then maybe you shouldn't have signed on in the
first place. This all falls under the obligation you have to
work with the group and the trip leader for the day.
There have been instances where the day was painted
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differently than the participant expected. When that
happens, some communication is needed. If you want to
take more time than is being offered for your fun and
activities, drop out of the trip and continue at your own
pace. Please don't do this by yourself. Make sure you have
at least two others with you, and make sure you tell the TC
this so he/she doesn't keep stopping and waiting for you.
On occasion, a participant or two will also choose not
to be a very safety oriented paddler. If you are on an
organized trip, you are obligated to be safety oriented.
What you do has a direct effect on the other paddlers in the
group, just as what they do affects you directly. Maintaining the highest safety standards is the only acceptable
avenue for a trip, no matter what the size.
There have been instances where a group of nonskilled paddlers have prepared poorly for a trip and have
then ignored suggestions to improve their lack of preparedness. It is a really tough thing to make a major
decision concerning this group. As you look at them, you
see a disaster waiting to happen. If the conditions are
right, you are sure that it will happen.
This is the type of situation everyone dreads, and you
should run from them like the plague. It isn't what
paddling is about. I don't mean abandon them, but if they
are not safe to start with, and you have pointed that out
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to them with the proper spirit of the occasion, then maybe
you shouldn't put yourself in a position where you will be
the only, single, lonely last resort and savior of the group
when something does go wrong on their trip. Again, this
is all safety and preparedness for the day's outing.
Don't forget the goal. That is to have fun (if you have
forgotten). By working together, many problems will
never happen, and those differences that come up will be
easily be resolved. The TC as well as those participating
on the trip can have a great time out on the water — as
long as they all work toward the same goal. The quality
of any trip is a direct reflection of the people on that trip.
Great trips demonstrate that there is a lot of cooperation
and good group dynamics. Bad trips just don't have those
things. Have fun, and see you on the river.
- From "Paddle Talk", newsletter of the Conewago Canoe
Club.
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Instruction / Training

Beginner White Water Course —
Solo Boating
by Jim McBride
August 12-13, 2000. Good weather, good people, and
top-notch instruction combined to make the GCA beginner white water canoeing course a great time for all. Ed
Schultz and Gina Johnson handled the tandem portion of
the course while Marvine Cole instructed the solo boaters
with help from Haynes Johnson the first day and Jim (last
name? from Kentucky) the second. The flat water part of
the course was held on Fontana Lake and the moving
water part was held on the Tuckaseigee.
As a new solo open boater, and new member of the
GCA, I was unsure of what to expect. I was pleased to find
that the instructors went out of their way to make all of us
feel welcome and comfortable. Special mention has to go
to Ed Schultz, who has some unique methods for making

Book Review

Day Hikes from the
River
Author: Tom Martin
A Review by Scott C. Reuman and Ric Alesch
Day hikes are the soul of a Grand Canyon river trip.
In the usual stretch of 225 miles of river from Lee's Ferry
to Diamond Creek, only a small percent of the river is
rapids. Along the river corridor are side washes and
canyons that lead to magic wonderlands and surreal
playgrounds, most within easy reach.
The earthly elements of rock and water have combined to sculpt sluices, slides, falls, caves, pools and
tunnels, often filled with house-size boulders and delicate
maidenhair ferns. Water seeps from hairline cracks or
thunders from natural tunnels draining huge watersheds.
To access this fairy land, you need a boat, a pair of
sandals and plenty of time. Tom Martin's new book would
be a helpful guide to enhance your river trip. This guide
has explicit directions to enter and hike 75 routes from the
river's edge. That's one hike every three-and-a-half miles
on average. Just park your boat and follow Tom's instructions and you'll find wonder after wonder.
Martin provides a detailed guide to each side canyon
entrance and trail, and shows them clearly on topo maps,
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everyone feel at home. Group humiliation works every
time, as anyone who has participated in Ed's "QuackQuack...Flap-Flap...Wiggle-Wiggle...Slap-Slap" can attest.
The kayakers getting their gear ready near us are still
wondering what that was all about.
The water on the Tuckaseigee was low but the
paddling was great anyway. Other than one good swim
and a collision between an open boat and a kayak, the trip
was uneventful. Marvine Cole handled the solo instruction marvelously — teaching us just enough to get us
going, then allowing us to make our own mistakes and
learn from them.
By the end of the second day, all of us solo open
boaters were handling eddy turns, peel outs, ferries, and
running rapids reasonably confidently. Thanks, Marvine,
we couldn't have done it without you.
I want to thank the GCA and all of the instructors for
providing high quality training at such a reasonable price.
I also want to say hello to my solo paddling partners,
camping buddies, and new friends Lu Gardner and Stuart
Cox. See you all on the river.
which are included in the book. Handwritten notes on the maps orient the hiker,
citing landmarks and especially difficult
locations. There is a map for each hike
discussed. The maps are a little rough, but
they serve the purpose well enough.
I found the guide accurate, although
the writing was a bit dry, capturing little that would lure
the hiker into a side canyon for a visit. However, Martin's
detail would be extremely valuable for trippers without
previous Grand Canyon river trip experience, and he
provides detailed guidance to locate well-hidden canyon
entrances. Very brief sections on geology and archeology
grace the introductory pages, but a more detailed guide to
either "ology" would be a good addition to your river
library to complement this hiking guide.
One notable omission is a lack of flash flood caution.
Martin does not address this common and potentially
deadly problem along any canyon trail. The author
includes worthwhile cautions about his estimated hiking
times and river details. "These things change," he says,
suggesting that the reader/hiker still has to keep her wits
about when probing into this beautiful but sometimes
dangerous land.
Several million years have gone into cutting, carving, and polishing, and it's not done yet. Day Hikes is good
insurance for those who wish to see beyond the ordinary.
- From "The Spray", newsletter of the Colorado White
Water Association.
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Hiwassee Six-P
ack
Six-Pack
by Alex and Mary Ann Pruitt
That's right... we led six glorious trips
throughout the summer on the Hiwassee
River. Two per month during June, July
and August. We had excellent weather and
lots of enthusiastic paddlers. We had so
many participants for each trip that we
marked each of them and their boats with
surveyor's tape to keep track of the group.
Thanks to Edward Stockman for this brilliant idea. Who knew he had it in him?
Each trip started off at Webb's Texaco, where waivers were signed and shuttles arranged. On Saturdays we
put in at the powerhouse and were met with enormous
crowds of rafters, duckies and tubers. After the safety
chat, we all demolition-derbied with the rafters to take our
place on the river. On Sundays we opted for the Towee
Creek put-in to save time, aggravation and dents and
dings on our precious boats.
Down river went very well. Each rapid was met with
aggressive paddlers having a great time and several
pushing (and sometimes exceeding) the edge of their

ability. The Needle was threaded, the Double
Drops were plunged and the Staircase descended. At this point, surfing commenced
in all directions; forward, backward, sideways, and the not so popular upside down.
Next we headed for Little Rock Island
and took the short cut through It's a Small
World. We all ferried like pros across the
river and headed towards Funnel Rapid, my
personal favorite for side surfing. Along the
way, several paddlers stopped at Mr. Pop Up
to play. Once at Funnel Rapid, we ferried, Sturned, surfed and side-surfed. We also swam unintentionally, but made it look good as were we going over.
Next, we faced the Devil. Sometimes we pulled into

Above: Denise Colquitt at Big Bend. - Photo by Bob DeHaven.
Below: Randy Chappell surfing at Funnel Rapid. - Photo by
Mary Ann Pruitt.

the creek to discuss strategy for the battle and other times
we marched (paddled) straight in. Paddlers always have
a super large smile as they complete Devil Shoals. The
devil took no souls during these trips, but I am sure he will
keep trying.
Each trip had 18 or more boats with "Repeat
Attenders" including Jack Taylor, David Soltis, Denise
Colquitt, Edward Stockman, John Moyer, Kathy Moyer
and Mike Huddleston in OC-1's, and Randy Chappell,
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The reward for leading these trips has been to see
these paddlers enhance their skills, try new moves and
gain confidence. We also made new friendships and now
have several more paddling partners.

Upper Chattahoochee

Kathy Moyer "Threading the Needle."
- Photo by Mary Ann Pruitt.
Sylvia Leyva, Jim Watson, John Watson and Tony Colquitt
in K-1's.
Many thanks to Jim and Maggie Griffin, Oreon
Mann, David Soltis, Mike Huddleston, Jack Taylor, and
Denise and Tony Colquitt for providing lead and sweep.

French Broad Rearranged?

Paddlers Investigate Boosting of
French Broad's 'Fun F
actor'
Factor'
by Harrison Metzger, Times-News Staff Writer
September 7, 2000. WOODFIN - For kayak and
canoe paddlers, the foamy "hole" at the Ledges White
Water Park is good place to practice rodeo moves such as
"side-surfing" and "360s." But if paddling enthusiasts
have their way, this stretch of white water off Riverside
Drive just north of Asheville will soon be re-engineered to
create more dynamic play spots. With some changes to the
riverbed, paddlers may be able to "flat spin," "throw
blunts" or even "ender" here by the time the city hosts the
Asheville Mountain Sports Festival next year from June
1-3.
"We're wanting full retentiveness in there so you go
fully vertical without hitting rock, so when you are
throwing a cartwheel you can get 90 degrees each way,"
says Matty Moreland, a 26-year-old leader of the project
and a resident of Dana in Henderson County. Moreland's
technical terminology describes some of the ever-expanding aquatic and aerial moves paddlers are doing in the
fast-growing sport of white water rodeo.
In their quest for more fun and more training opportunities, organizers of the Asheville Competition En-
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by Nancy Barker, Trip Coordinator
Saturday August 19, 2000. Well, the Upper Hooch
was indeed low, 1.3 according to the Wildewood bulletin
board, but our group of 4 boats had a fine day on the river.
We saw the familiar great heron, and a smaller
version of her. Perhaps a partly grown youngster? There
were many turtles out swimming as we approached the
take-out. We saw no smog, and the heat level was quite
tolerable considering the reported temperatures in Atlanta. An overcast sky and a cool front moving in contributed to our comfort as well as giving us a pleasant breeze.
Jim and John Watson were in kayaks and Aaron
Tragle and Nancy Barker were in open canoes — solo. We
found many rocks that were new to us. Pray for rain.
Thanks to John Watson for leading the trip. We all took
turns at sweep.
hancement Project will host a visit today by a nationally
known white water play park designer. Gary Lacy of
Boulder, Colorado, has a job unfamiliar to most people
outside white water circles. The hydraulic engineer has
spent the past 20 years figuring out how to rearrange
boulders and other river features to increase the fun
factor of rapids.
In the process, he has designed some of the country's
most popular urban white water parks, including the
Boulder Creek bike path and white water park in his
hometown and the Clear Creek Park in Golden, Colorado.
"These parks have really become an incredibly huge
economic generator — way more than I ever predicted,"
he recently told the Denver Post. "Really this isn't as much
about drawing boaters as much as creating a focal point
for activity and color and really revitalizing an urban
area."
Asheville white water enthusiasts are looking to him
to revamp a relatively placid set of rapids on the French
Broad River to world competition standards. White water
boaters play on river features such as waves and "holes,"
back-flowing pockets of water behind rocks, ledges and
waves. The Ledges already has several such spots.
Lacy will visit the park this morning to look at
possibilities for increasing the power of the play spots
already here. He will also meet with paddlers and
downtown business boosters for a 7 p.m. presentation at
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the Nantahala Outdoor Center's Asheville Store at
Westgate Mall.
Lacy will also meet with representatives of the US
Army Corps of Engineers and other agencies that would
have to issue permits for in-stream work. The cost of the
changes is not yet known, but organizers expect to rely
mainly on private and grant sources, Moreland said.
Project organizers hope the changes will enable the
park to host national competitions, such as those hosted
by the National Organization of Whitewater Rodeos.
NOWR now hosts events at rivers such as Tennessee's
Ocoee and the western parks Lacy has designed.
"We want the Ledges to serve as a training facility so

we can get people from out of town to move to town to train
and get people who are just passing through to stay a
week," Moreland said.
- From the Hendersonville Times-News via the Carolina
Canoe Club email list.
Rearranging river beds is a disturbing new trend. We
have addressed the issue extensively regarding safety as
pertains to the Chattooga Wild & Scenic River. In this
particular case, the powers that be want to rearrange a
river bed for strictly economic benefit, somewhat like
building a dam.... Unfortunately, most of our rivers do
not have the degree of protection afforded the Chattooga.
- Editor.

The Gray "C"
by Oscar C. Boatman
Once there was a cute little kayak that had been
shaking its stern around all day in front of a robust open
boat. That night when the campfires were burning low
and the moon high, a clamor broke through the calm. The
paddlers, still wobbly from the spirits, peered out from
their modern Tee-Pees. They observed what they thought
were a couple of boats that had fallen into each other. Not
overly concerned in their state of weariness, the paddlers
returned to their comatose state. All through the night
the squeaks of manmade materials in cohesion continued.
Early the next morning a dark-eyed paddler, while
on a relief quest, happened upon these two oil-canning
vessels. "Strange," he thought and shook it off, returning
to the smell of bacon and coffee.
After breakfast the owners of the cute little kayak
and the robust canoe made their way to the boats. The
kayak's owner tried to lift the small boat. However, it was
attached to the larger boat somehow. Both paddlers
looked at each other in amazement. The single blade
paddle seemed to be wedged into the kayak's cockpit (ha
ha).
The paddlers pulled, pried, twisted, but the two
boats stayed locked up. The paddlers were very puzzled,
but at that moment, Joe, who was washing dishes nearby,
still foggy-eyed, threw some dishwater over and it hit the
boats. The paddlers asked him what the devil he was
doing. Joe just looked at them with a "Get a life" look.
The paddlers then turned back to their dilemma and
the boats were apart. The kayak looked none the worse
other than a little dirt and a slight depression that would
reshape with a little sunlight. The robust canoe didn't fair
as well. Its paddle was bent, both air bags empty and flat,
and scratch marks were all over it.
The paddlers washed the dirt off the boats. The
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canoe owner refilled the bags and worked on the paddle.
Soon it straightened out, but it wasn't quite the same.
After much ado the paddlers and boats made it to the
river. The cute little kayak almost jumped in the water.
Her paddler was holding on; she was zipping here and
there, dancing with the water as never before. The robust
canoe was laid back and mellow, running well, but conservative, bow high and proud. The little kayak raced around
the canoe all day, playing and flirting with the robust
canoe.
The run had ended and the time to load the boats was
at hand. The paddler with the cute little kayak snatched
her up, but her grab loop had the robust canoe's painter
wrapped through it. Everybody laughed and wondered
what it was with these two boats? Good-byes said, the
boats went their separate ways.
Well about 9 trips later, the kayaker noticed how fat
and slow his boat had become and wasn't happy about it.
Upon returning home he put the now fat and slow kayak
in the boat barn not to dance anymore. The following
weekend the paddler went to the barn to retrieve his new
boat of choice. He found his old dancing kayak and there

beside her rested a boat that looked like a kayak, but
wasn't.
Well the paddler didn't want this new boat. He
wasn't gonna feed or shelter this non-kayak. The paddler
loaded his "sleek" new boat and this new thing and headed
to the river. He showed some open boaters his new
mutant and offered it to them. They decided to give the
boat a home and reared it as an open boat. Being a
mutant, it often got little respect, even after it showed its
skills in the toughest of waters.
Since then a few of the mutants have shown up in the
wake of that robust canoe's many outings. That robust
Blue Hole fellow now rests on his gunwales coated in 303,
remembering his glory days on and off the river, a legend
in his own time.
The cute little dancing kayak works at a park giving
children their first ride in a butt boat, knowing she, too,
was a pioneer in the paddling world. The talk among the
paddlers of these mutants was, "Hey did you see one
today?" "Nah. But I did see one yesterday." That novelty
was shortened to C-1, as it is known today.
- From the Carolina Canoe Club email list.

You Might Be a Sea Kayaker If....
by Duane Strosaker - Pirate Sea Kayaker
You might be a sea kayaker if you would rather drown
than be rescued by a jet skier!
You might be a sea kayaker if you have to think twice
before responding to a jet skier's call for help!
You might be a sea kayaker if you smile when you see
a jet skier heading straight for a boiler rock that is
submerged at the moment!
You might be a sea kayaker if you would rather roll in
that foamy brown stuff than smell the exhaust fumes of
a jet ski!
You might be a sea kayaker if you cringe when someone you happen to know tells you he bought a jet ski!
You might be a sea kayaker if you laugh when that
someone thinks he has something in common with you
because he bought that jet ski!

- From the paddlewise email list.
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Just What Is a C-1?
This question was asked on the CCC email list:
Just for fun, who has paddled a C-1? I have seen them
mentioned a lot in paddling magazines, I see pix of them
flying down rivers, but I am curious... it looks like a
kayak, but a little more stable (is it?), and fast, but why is
it paddled with a canoe paddle and not a kayak paddle?
Also, do you sit in a C-1 like in a kayak or like in a white
water canoe? (I mean on your butt, legs in front, or with
knees down.) How popular are they? What do they cost?
What are the advantages or disadvantages? Just wondering... - Curtis.
The question was forwarded to Kent Ford, John Sweet
and several other notable C-1 paddlers. Kent Ford was
the first to respond. He is a C-boater and kayaker
extraordinaire, the owner of Performance Video
(www.performancevideo.com), ACA Instructor Trainer,
former member of the US Slalom Team (in C-1) for more
than 20 years, former head of instruction at Nantahala
Outdoor Center, announcer for slalom races (including
the 1996 Olympics) and incredibly nice guy, among other
things. Here are his answers to Curtis' questions.
- Laura Evans
TAKE THE C-1 CHALLENGE
C-1 paddlers take a lot of kidding, and usually smile
quietly, knowing the fun a C-1 has to offer. On behalf of
C-1 paddlers, I will try to offer a little insight.
Kayakers will enjoy paddling a C-1 because of the
visibility and leverage added by kneeling rather than
sitting, as well as for the precise blade control the T-grip
offers. Kayakers often experience less back pain in a C-1.
Contrary to popular misconceptions, C-1s need not be
uncomfortable unless you are inflexible, extra large in
body build, or paddle long river trips.
Open boaters often like the C-1 because it's a smaller
and lighter craft, easier to transport, and more responsive
on the river. Besides it doesn't fill up! In a C-1 you feel
closer to the water, as though you're wearing your boat.
In addition, C-1s are easy to wet exit and are the
easiest boat to learn how to roll. C-1 paddlers are the most
versatile, and are typically able to paddle any kayak,
canoe, or C-1 with ease.
On the other hand, C-1s are not the easiest boat to
paddle. The single blade needs to be worked with finesse
to get the boat going forward. The double blade paddle
makes propelling a kayak absurdly easy by comparison.
Open boats generally track better, so they are easier to
paddle forward than their decked counterpart.
It is true you can't just hop in a C-1 and be comfortable. You have to personalize the outfitting. Posh
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kneepads should offer support without raising the bony
tip of your knee more than a few millimeters off the hull.
A wide saddle will help support your weight at the butt.
Choose your legwear and footwear carefully.... shorts and
bare feet are the comfort ideal, river conditions allowing.
It usually takes me a few short early season paddles to
regain my flexibility and comfort, so ten minutes is not a
fair trial of a boat! There are a few other tricks, so study
the outfitting on a variety of boats, watch C-1 videos, and
adapt your own boat for comfort.
If you want a little extra challenge in the sport,
without running steeper, more dangerous white water,
try a C-1. Paddling a C-1 is a technical delight; you'll learn
to use the river very precisely and to make the boat dance
on the water.
- Kent Ford.
The following was received from John Sweet. He is one of
the pioneers of modern recreational canoeing, C-boating
and slalom racing. He and his contemporaries have a
number of first descents in the 1960's on rivers we now
paddle regularly and take for granted. And they did it in
aluminum canoes. As they paddled harder and harder
rivers, they improvised their canoes and equipment to
make them more effective in big and technical water by
adding spray decks and flotation. Then they designed
and built molds and made their own fiberglass canoes
and C-boats. (Remember, this is before manufacturers
like Dagger, Perception and Wave Sport.)
John Sweet is still active in the sport. And for those of you
who have paddled the Upper Gauley, he is the namesake
for Sweet's Falls. Here is John Sweet's response:
A C-1 is not "like" a white water canoe, it "is" a white
water canoe. 40+ years ago most white water paddling
was done in open canoes. Folks wanting to run bigger
water added decks to their Grummans to keep some of the
water out, but maneuverability was not helped by that. In
fact, it made the boat heavier!
Thus began the evolution of the modern C-1. Early
versions looked much like small open canoes with decks.
Evolution and rules changes brought them to looking
much like kayaks. For as long as there have been slalom
rules, racing kayaks have been 4 m long and 60 cm wide
with no other restrictions, until a minimum weight rule
was added about 20 years ago.
The canoe was also 4m long but 80 cm wide and had
to have its ends higher than the center. In 1971 the width
was reduced to 70 cm and two years later the high ends
were dropped. From that point the C-1 came to look very
much like a slightly wide kayak.
A C-1 is paddled from a kneeling position with a
single-blade paddle. The advantages are a slightly higher
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eye level for seeing down rapids, a greater reach with the
paddle, and the ability to better utilize the large muscles
of the torso and thighs because the hips are more free to
move than in a kayak. Canoe strokes are more powerful
than kayak strokes.
The disadvantages center on having a blade only on
one side, producing "on-side" and "off-side" moves, which
bear heavily on the strategy of paddling. The forward
stroke must have a correction component and the blade
must be feathered forward between strokes, which is

Paddlers' 23 Rules
Rule #l: Do not die.
Rule #2: See rule #l.
Rule #3: Always respect the river gods.
Rule #4: People are more important than boats.
Rule #5: When in doubt, don't.
Rule #6: Strainers are not your friends.
Rule #7: Undercuts are bad.
Rule #8: Smile for the camera.
Rule #9: The river is stronger than you are.
Rule #10: Gear at the top, beer at the bottom.
Rule #11: Bring a hot thermos between Labor
Day and Memorial Day.
Rule #12: If you scout, bring a throw rope and a
camera.
Rule #13: Don't paddle with people who don't
own throw ropes.
Rule #14: Have your keys at the take-out.
Rule #15: If it's not fun, DON'T do it!!
Rule #16: Hand rolls are a last resort, not the first.
Rule #17: Don't purposely attack with your river
knife.
Rule #18: Never let a new paddler go first or last.
Rule #19: No river is "too easy" unless you catch
every eddy/surf every hole.
Rule #20: Cherish every river trip; no two are the
same.
Rule #21: Save the person with the keys or the
beer.
Rule #22: Screaming in terror is a waste of
oxygen; don't do it.
Rule #23: Bad karma (like good karma) is not lost
on the river gods!!
- From internet newsgroup rec.boats.paddle.
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essentially wasted motion. This, combined with the extra
10 cm of width, makes the canoe slower in forward speed.
For me, what the canoe does is allow me to paddle!
I've always had a lower-back problem that prevents me
from sitting with my legs extended for any length of time.
Kneeling in a canoe does cramp the lower legs somewhat
but my back is OK.
Hoping this little bit of history is helpful.....
- Best wishes, JRS.
- From the Carolina Canoe Club email list.

Dumbest River Quotes
"It's only water." Said by a paddler we called "Swims with
the Fishes" who has given up paddling in pursuit of scuba
diving, so he can spend ALL of his time in the water
instead of half the time. We were standing at the put-in
for Wilson's Creek trying to psyche each other into
leading probe. We couldn't have filled a thimble full of
saliva between the four of us.
"I don't paddle for the scenery." Said by a paddler when
someone ask him about the scenery after his first trip
down Daddy's Creek Canyon, one of the most beautiful
spots in the south east. (from another web site).
"I wouldn't drive all this way to portage a rapid." Said by
a paddler who scolded me for portaging Crack in the Rock
and Soc 'em Dog. Within 5 minutes this guy almost
drowned. I now make it a point to portage any rapid that
I want to. Hence my handle, "Will Carry".
"Watch Robert screw up his line." Same guy. Different
river. Same results. Cracked his helmet. Broke his nose.
See a pattern here?
"What's the river like at this level?" Said by me, dozens
of times. This is only a stupid question if you have already
put on the river. It's a great question to ask beforehand.
"Quit whining and pay the FEE!" Written by a paddler,
while expressing his support for the Fee Demo program.
That's like one lemming saying to the other, "Quit whining and follow the guy in front of you!" Our main concern
here is with the preservation and usage of government
land. We must make sure that we are doing the right
thing with this priceless national resource. Dialog should
be encouraged.
"They should be fine. It's only a couple of miles." This said
when getting ready to run shuttle and the car is overloaded with boats, none of which look like they are going
to stay on the rack. I always wonder about that one.
They're either on or they're not! I guess they mean they'll
only have a couple of miles to look for their lost and
demolished boat!
"Hey, ya'll, watch this!" I said before seal launching off a
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25 foot cliff ten years ago. Landed wrong, hurt my neck
and it still bothers me today.
"It's only a flush." Response of one of the five "lemmings"
(a term used by one participant in a post-trip chronicle of
the event) to the general query of "What's the river like
at this level?" just moments before they put on the Upper
Watauga (not the gorge), at 8-10 thousand cfs. Unknown
to them was that within half mile or so the river funneled
into the "Clog", a boulder obstructed conclusion to a long,
high-gradient drop at low water, and a phenomenon to
behold (from shore) at the higher level. Once on the river,

however, there were no stops on the liquid, runaway
freight train. One by one they fed the Clog, with monumental stuffing and recircs in a hole of Titanic proportions before surfacing dozens of yards downstream, completely separated from boat, paddle, and each other. The
equipment carnage was high (with several boats and
paddles lost), as was the religious-experience quotient,
but fortunately there were no life-threatening injuries.
- From the Carolina Canoe Club email list. Contributors:
Will Carry, Julia MacMonagle, Thomas Womble, Paul
Joffrion.

LaPush, Surf Frolic 2000. Photo by Gary Luhm.
- From the Washington Kayak Club Roster.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
TO PLACE AN AD - Want ads of a nonbusiness nature are free to dues-paid GCA
members. Business-related ads are $5.00
for up to 50 words, $10.00 for larger. Send
your type-written ad to: Allen Hedden,
2923 Piedmont Dr., Marietta, Ga. 30066,
or email to gacanoe@mindspring.com.
PLEASE, NO PHONED-IN OR HANDWRITTEN ADS. All ads will be run for
two issues unless otherwise requested.
FOR NIGHTLY RENTAL - Large house
near Blue Ridge available for short-term
rental. 5 bedrooms each with own Jacuzzi
bath. Terrace level with pool table and
home theatre. Six decks and balconies.
Amazing craftsmanship featuring a
curved mahogany stairway in the great
room, fireplace, stainless steel kitchen
appliances. Short walking trail to Toccoa
River.
Convenient to the Ocoee,
Nantahala, Cartecay and others. Lots of
guidebooks and maps available for use.
Contact Greg Spencer 404.892.6851, or
http://www.toccoahouse.com/.
FOR RENT - Modern 2 bedroom, 2 full
bath home in Bryson City, NC. Sleeps 6
by using sleep couch in den. Completely
furnished: W/D, satellite TV/VCR, microwave, AC, phone, grill, large deck, fireplace and more. 10 minutes to Nantahala
River and Tsali mountain bike course. 70
minutes to Ocoee, 90 minutes to Asheville.
5 minutes to Lake Fontana. 2-1/2 hours
from Atlanta. Access to the property is
excellent. Please contact Dave Griswold
@ 770.270.5693 or email davegriz@
bellsouth.net for booking information and
inquiries.
FOR SALE - Canoe, Savage V Skeeter.
First roto-molded open canoe. Savage is
no longer in business so this boat is hard
to find. Used 6 times. Complete with air
bags and saddle. Blue. $600. Call JD at
770.806.6587 or email at clanforrester@
yahoo.com
FOR SALE - Canoes. Mad River Outrage X, excellent condition, fully outfitted, saddle, airbags, thigh straps. Used
only 1 season. $750. Mad River ME, very
good condition, fully outfitted, set up as
solo, wood gunnels. $475. Both boats
kept inside. Very Clean, no excessive UV
exposure. Trey 770.445.6406.
FOR SALE - Canoe, Dagger Caper-T.
Very good condition. Outfitted with air
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bags, 2 saddle thwarts, and knee pads.
$500. Larry Castillo 770.590.0699 or
email Lcastillo@mindspring.com.
FOR SALE - Canoe, Dagger Rival, 1998,
purple, brand new, never paddled, with
Dagger air bags. $925. Bryan 770.886
.2705.
FOR SALE - House & land. Secluded
mountain retreat near Franklin, NC cascading waterfall, beautiful mountain
creek, swimming pond, meadows, garden, gorgeous mountain views are just a
few of the natural features of this 20-acre
property. Spacious owner-built cypress
home with over 3000 sq. ft. of living space
- 17 ft. cathedral ceilings in great room,
darkroom, 5 bedrooms, family room, office, greenhouse, separate workshop,
many skylights and windows - surrounded
by 140 land-trust acres. Proximity to
many mountain rivers make this a
paddler's dream - 2-1/2 hours from Atlanta. Call 828.524.2611 for more details.
FOR SALE - Kayak. Used Perception
Pirouette S with float bag. Purple. $300
OBO. Call Ike at 404.255.7049.
FOR SALE - Kayak, Pyranah Creek 280.
Brand New, never even seen the water.
List price is $975, asking $550. Contact
Alan Reaid 770.974.4581, e-mail: reaid@
mindspring.com.
FOR SALE - Kayak, Gravity by Savage almost new - good all around boat - $300.
Dagger paddle, great condition, "esoteric"
great for small boats. $150. Call Frank
at 678.417.0502 (w) or 678.417. 9811 (h).
FOR SALE - Kayak, Prijon T-Canyon,
blue, excellent condition. Includes HP5
Rhino paddle (like new), float bags, PFD,
skirt, helmet. $640 obo. Call Rick 770.538
.0008 or email Rickterray@aol.com.
FOR SALE - Kayaks, 2 sea & touring
Wilderness System Altos, excellent condition, rarely used, $550 each or both for
$1,000. 1 Gruman canoe, 18-foot aluminum with no river rash, very very very
good condition, no dents or dings, $375.
706.636.2837, e-mail: moore@ellijay.com.
FOR SALE - Kayak, tandem-sit-uponkayak. Perception Syncro, self bailing
design includes optional nylon seats and
hatch storage areas. This craft is excellent for flat water tandem cruising, ocean
or tidal area use, cross training or even a
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day at Lake Lanier dodging the jet skis.
$625. Breakdown kayak paddles available for $20 each. Call Chuck 770.971.
0779 or email chuckg@mail.dnr.state
.ga.us.
FOR SALE - Kayak , Perception Keowee.
Forest green, excellent condition. This is
the kayak that started the hot recreational
class. Includes Perception spray skirt &
Perception paddle [$100+ value]. Addons include padded seat, paddle holder, &
security loop. Ideal for ponds, lakes and
rivers up to class II. Very stable, perfect
for kids, beginners and fishing. $325.
Located in Atlanta, call 404.325.5549.
FOR SALE - Kayaks, 2 Dagger Crossfiresone blue, one black and yellow. Back
band and one set of air bags included.
Excellent beginner boat. $275 each, $500
for the pair, obo. Contact Chris or Jill at
ckle@mindspring.com or call 770.579
.5446.
FOR SALE - Kayak, Savage kayak by
Fury, with skirt. $350 or best offer or
trade for a bigger kayak. 770.938.5892.
FOR SALE - Vehicle. 1987 Mazda B2000
King Cab; one owner; 148,000 miles; 5
speed; cold a/c; good tires; excellent condition; good mileage; all maint. records;
with factory-installed rain gutters - great
shuttle vehicle; $3,000; call Bill
770.451.2106, free camper shell.
FOUND - Mysteriously in our car after
Beginner Kayak Course on Tuckaseigee
River - two small matching utility packs.
Call Martha Glisson 404.352.5349 to
claim.
HELP WANTED - Yes, the GCA needs
your help. We need volunteers to serve on
committees, label and mail newsletters,
etc. Call 770.421.9729 and leave a message.
WANTED - I am new to GCA this month
and am seeking to purchase: 1) White
water kayak full size asymmetrical 197cm
paddle (preferably a Werner but will consider others). 2) Dry top size small or
medium. 3) Spray skirt size small or
medium for a Dagger (preferably a Snap
Dragon, but will consider others). Please
contact Jennifer at jhoberman@aol.com
or 770.509.5054.
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